NOTES

1. CONSOLE FINISH:
   CONSOLE TOP & BULKHEAD SIDE TRIMS MAHOGANY.
   BLACK VINYL FRONT BUFFER.
   ALL CLADDING PANELS ARE FINE TEXTURED BLACK PAINT.
   ALMOND GRAVOPLOY SCRIBBLE STRIPS WITH BLACK LETTERING.

2. FOR BLOCK DIAGRAM SEE EB11739.

3. PSU CABLE LENGTH UPON REQUEST UP TO 10 METRES.

4. HEADPHONE SOCKET IN FRONT TRIM - 3 POLE GAUGE "A" 1/4" TYPE.

5. LED METERS FITTED TO ALL CHANNEL FADERS.

6. LOCAL PATCH LAYOUTS ML20706 SHT.2, SHT.3 & SHT.4

7. STAND C/W CASTORS (OPTIONAL)
   STAND FINISH IS FINE TEXTURED BLACK PAINT.